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VANGUARD ez/TOKENTM 
 

 VANGUARD ez/TOKEN is a multi-factor authentication solution that allows users to  

authenticate through common token technologies including but not limited to RSA SecurID,  

YUBiKEY, OAUTH tokens, SafeSign or ActivIdentity tokens to the z/OS Security Server or any 

other application currently using RACF authentication.  

 

ez/TOKEN leverages your current investment in your existing multifactor authentication.  

 

KEY FEATURES:  

 

Validates user logon to the Mainframe using external  

authentication authorities.  

 

Supports multiple token technologies such as RSA, 

SafeSign, OAUTH and YUBiKEY.  

 

Provides selective inclusion or exclusion of multifactor  

authentication at both an application and user level.  

 

Allows for easy user ID to distributed identity mapping 

providing a one-to-one or one-to-many relationship.  
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WHAT IS MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION?  

Multifactor authentication is a system for identifying and granting access to a computing resource that 

utilizes two or more independent credentials. They might be something the user knows (like a  

password), something the user has (a security token) or perhaps something physically unique to the 

user (biometric verification).  

The goal of Multifactor Authentication (MFA) is to create a layered defense and make it more difficult 

for an unauthorized person to access a target resource. If one factor is compromised or broken, a 

hacker still has at least one more barrier to breach before successfully breaking into the target.  

 

DATA BREACHES AND WHY MFA IS A SECURITY BEST PRACTICE  

Becoming headline news for a data breach has caused more than one CEO/CISO to wake up in the 

middle of the night in a cold sweat. It's not an unfounded fear.  

The outbreak of recent high-profile corporate breaches has been a wake-up call for executives. CEOs 

and CISOs are now tasked with overseeing the elements that contribute to their organization’s  

success in today's high-risk world, and that includes taking an active role in the company’s data and 

infrastructure security strategy. Failing to do so often involves fines and visits from regulators, a loss 

of reputation and revenue, angry customers fleeing to rivals, not to mention in some instances,  

executives losing their own positions.  

Weak or stolen user credentials remain the primary entry point for hackers, which is why  

authentication must be included in the overall security plan. Multi-factor authentication (MFA) is the 

best-practice approach to help keep user data secure and keep your company out of the headlines.  

 

VANGUARD’S ez/TOKEN TWO FACTOR AUTHENTICATION SOLUTION  

VANGUARD ez/TOKEN is a two-factor authentication solution that allow users to authenticate 

through either RSA SecurID, SafeSign, ActivIdentity and other tokens to the z/OS Security Server or 

any other application currently using RACF authentication. The ez/Token solution provides a more 

secure alternative than the usual RACF user ID/password combination. With ez/Token, users  

substitute a new, one-time passcode in place of or in addition to their password.  
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VANGUARD ez/TOKEN KEY CAPABILITIES  

There are basically two types of authentication methods 

used by EZ/Token. Authentications that go through a  

windows server (RSA Token / Active ID) and  

Authentications that go directly through the LINOTP server.  

 

1. RSA Token (SECUREID) or ActiveID (SAFESIGN) agents 

and Tokens are handled very similarly and their features  

below are grouped together. ActiveID has two different  

servers and both are supported (the 4tress and ActiveID 

AAA Server are both supported and selectable during  

installation)  

 

2. LINOTP (LINOTP) agents and any token supported by 

LINOTP are handled separately and it’s features below have 

been separated  

 

 Authenticate through either an RSA, SafeSign or  

ActivIdentity token to log on to the Mainframe via TSO, 

CICS, IMS, or any other application using RACF  

authentication.  

 

 Perform New PIN and Next Token Code operations 

through a Web interface. 

 

Authenticate with ez/Token  

The ez/Token authentication exit authenticates users  

logging on to the z/OS Security Server or any other  

application that uses RACF security, through either an  

ActivIdentity, RSA SecurID tokens or LINOTP.  
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VANGUARD ez/TOKEN COMPONENTS  

Security on Demand Host Server  

The Security on Demand host server (VIPMAIN) runs as a started task on an IBM mainframe server. 

The Security on Demand host server is integrated with the Vanguard Security Solutions product in-

stallation.  

 

RSA, ACTIVE ID or SCURE ID (only)  

VANGUARD ez/TOKEN Agent Daemon  

The ez/Token Agent Daemon provides remote clients, such as the ez/TOKEN Website and ez/

TOKEN Authentication Exit, the ability to authenticate either an RSA, SafeSign, or ActivIdentity to-

kens change PINs and get the Next Token Code by redirecting requests from these remote clients to 

the token server via an API.  

 

VANGUARD ez/TOKEN Mainframe Authentication Exit  

The ez/TOKEN Mainframe authentication exit selectively redirects certain RACF users to authenti-

cate using RSA, ActivIdentity or SafeSign two-factor tokens instead of a RACF password. This exit 

talks to the ez/Token Agent Daemon.  

 

VANGUARD ez/TOKEN Website  

The ez/TOKEN Website communicates with the ez/TOKEN Agent Daemon to allow users to perform 

New PIN and Next Token Code operations. The ez/TOKEN authentication exit on the mainframe 

does not have the capability to provide these interfaces therefore the website provides these func-

tions.  
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KEY DIFFERENTIATORS  

 

A) With ez/TOKEN, users substitute a 

new, one-time passcode in place of a 

password. Passcodes are generated 

randomly every 60 seconds. For  

enhanced security, the passcode can be 

combined with a pin number. The ez/

Token solution provides a more secure 

alternative than the usual RACF user id/

password combination.  

 

B) Authenticate to the Mainframe 

through multiple token technologies like: 

ActivIdentity, RSA SecurID, YUBiKEY or 

OAUTH Tokens via TSO, CICS, IMS or 

any other application that utilizes z/OS 

Security Server authentication.  

 

C) Selectively include or exclude  

applications from Multifactor Authentica-

tion.  

 

D) Easy User Management, users can 

be migrated to Multifactor Authentication 

individually or by groups.  
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The World’s largest Financial, Insurance, Government 

Agencies and Retailers entrust their Security to  

Vanguard Integrity Professionals.  

Corporate Headquarters  

Vanguard Integrity Professionals  

6625 S. Eastern Avenue – Suite 100  

Las Vegas, NV 89119-3930  

Telephone: 702.794.0014 Fax: 702.794.0023  

WHY VANGUARD FOR YOUR z/OS MULTIFACTOR AUTHENTICATION 

NEEDS?  

Almost half of the Fortune 1000 companies in the world spanning banking, 

retail, insurance as well as numerous government agencies trust Vanguard 

for their IAM needs.  

ABOUT VANGUARD SECURITY SOLUTIONS  

Vanguard offers one of the most advanced and integrated portfolios of en-

terprise security products and services in the world. The portfolio was the 

first to offer a fully automated baseline configuration scanner for mainframe 

DISA STIGs – the Gold Standard for Security.  

FOR MORE INFORMATION  

To learn more about Vanguard Security Solutions, please contact Van-

guard Integrity Professionals at (702) 794. 0014 or visit 

www.go2vanguard.com  
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